Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

As you are aware, we have been invited by the University of California to offer a special tour of Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. This tour is designed to showcase the cultural, historical, and natural beauty of these countries. As a supporter of Cal, we are thrilled to offer you the opportunity to participate in this unique and enriching experience.

The combined adventure will feature a seven-night Mekong river cruise from Saigon to Phnom Penh, visiting Angkor Wat, Phnom Penh, and Saigon. The tour also includes land excursions in Cambodia and Vietnam, including visits to famous landmarks and cultural sites. Our itinerary includes a variety of activities, such as guided tours, cultural experiences, and free time for exploration.

**LAND | CRUISE PROGRAM**

**Category-Deck** | **Full Price** | **Special Savings**
--- | --- | ---
**A**-Superior-Orchid | $7,995 | $7,445 | $250
**B**-Preferred-Jasmine | $7,795 | $7,445 | $0
**C**-Signature-Orchid | $7,495 | $7,045 | $250

**Category-Deck** | **Full Price** | **Special Savings**
--- | --- | ---
**E**-Superior-Jasmine | $6,445 | $250

**Category-Deck** | **Full Price** | **Special Savings**
--- | --- | ---
**D**-Suite-Orchid | $10,995 | $10,445 | $550

**Land | Cruise Options**

- **March 12-29, 2019**
- **March 14-29, 2019**
- **March 25-30, 2019**

**Included Features**

- Complimentary travel mementos
- Welcome and Farewell Receptions
- Complimentary travel mementos
- A personal VOX headset to hear your insights into the region
- Welcome and Farewell Dinners; wine and beer
- Excursions, wines, liquors, mineral waters and some dry cleaning; excursions, wines, liquors, mineral waters and some dry cleaning; excursions, wines, liquors, mineral waters and some dry cleaning;
- **SUPPLEMENT for Solo**
- **SUPPLEMENT for Solo**
- **SUPPLEMENT for Solo**

For more information, please visit our website at [caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu](mailto:caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu) or call us at 888.228.2084.

Sincerely,

Cal Alumni Travel

March 12-29, 2019

[Cal Alumni Travel](mailto:caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu)

March 12-29, 2019

[Cal Alumni Travel](mailto:caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu)

March 12-29, 2019

[Cal Alumni Travel](mailto:caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu)
A World Apart
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Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

As an alumni of the University of California, Berkeley, you are invited to join us on an exclusive trip to Vietnam and Cambodia. This trip is open to alumni, faculty, staff, and their family members. We are excited to offer you a chance to explore these amazing destinations with us.

**Program Details**

- **Date:** March 12-29, 2019
- **Destinations:** Vietnam (Saigon, Hanoi, Halong Bay) and Cambodia (Siem Reap, Angkor Wat)
- **Price:** $8,845 per person
- **Inclusions:**
  - Airfare to and from Vietnam
  - Accommodations in four- and five-star hotels
  - Meals at hotels and local restaurants
  - Activities and attractions as listed

**What's Included**

- **Accommodations:** Four- and five-star hotels
- **Meals:** Breakfast, lunch, and dinner at hotels and local restaurants
- **Activities:** Guided tours, cultural experiences, and more

**What's Not Included**

- Airfare to and from Vietnam
- Any additional meals or drinks
- Travel insurance

**How to Reserve**

Reserve your trip today by visiting [CAA's website](http://alumni.berkeley.edu/travel) or contacting [Travel Consultants](http://alumni.berkeley.edu/travel). Don't miss out on this exciting opportunity to explore Vietnam and Cambodia with us.

For more information, contact [Travel Consultants](http://alumni.berkeley.edu/travel) at 888-220-3540 or [email](mailto:travel@alumni.berkeley.edu) with the subject line "Vietnam & Cambodia Trip.

Thank you for considering this trip, and we look forward to welcoming you to Vietnam and Cambodia. ¡Viva Vietnam! ¡Viva Cambodia!

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Alumni Association]
Explore ancient temples, modern culture and fascinating history; try local food and browse kramas. Over the next two days, revel in historic Angkor, a fascinating UNESCO World Heritage site. Uncover the legendary ruins of Ta Prohm and Angkor Wat. See Apsara dancers in a traditional Apsara dance performance, and visit Wat Hanchey. Enjoy a leisurely morning at the hotel. Ride in a cyclo, with exquisite, intricate Apsara carvings. Cross into Vietnam this morning. Join the chef for an insightful discussion about the region’s agricultural practices. Delve into Vietnam’s agricultural practices. Visit a workshop to see ancient architecture. Visit a workshop to see Vietnamese Handicrafts. Enrichment: Agriculture and Fisheries.

Day 4
From flowers and fruit to silk cloth and lacquerware, this vibrant, bustling market is teeming with local wares. Visit Ben Thanh Market. Continue to an island with an impressive cathedral and Ho Chi Minh City Hall, a stately French colonial building. It was the site of the famous meeting between President Ngo Dinh Diem and President Kennedy in 1961. Diem was later assassinated in Saigon. Visit the Garden of Eden, a garden recently restored in a typical French style. This garden was inspired by Lenin’s mausoleum in Moscow. Continue along leafy boulevards lined with flowers and fruit, before continuing to the Park Hyatt Saigon. Spend a unique evening cruising on the Saigon River. Savor a delicious lunch of Vietnamese cuisine at Le Marché, the ship’s restaurant, while the ship sails towards the Mekong Delta. Enjoy a leisurely ride on a sampan, Vietnam’s traditional wooden boat. See floating rice fields and vibrant villages along the river. Visit the floating village of Long Khanh A, Vietnam. Sail towards the northern delta. Travel in a sampan to My Tho and Ben Tre. Explore the Mekong River in style aboard the Mekong Navigator, a deluxe river cruiser inspired by the long, narrow Junk boats of old. Enjoy a comprehensive tour of the National Museum. Discuss the geography and lifestyles of the river. Discover the great Mekong River Delta and its rice paddies, and visit the Mekong Delta. See a comprehensive tour of the Mekong Delta. See the floating market of My Tho, the Mekong River, and the Mekong Delta, Vietnam’s land full of history and culture. Today, disembark the ship and return to Hanoi. Tonight, gather for a farewell dinner and say goodbye. A World Apart
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A World Apart

A motivational essay on the importance of travel and discovery in life.

A crucial aspect of our journey through life is the exploration of new cultures, landscapes, and experiences. It is through these travels that we gain a deeper understanding of ourselves, the world around us, and the rich tapestry of human history.

The world is a vast canvas of stories, each with its own unique narrative. By engaging with these stories, we are able to learn from the experiences of others, to empathize with different cultures, and to expand our perspectives. Travel, in this regard, is not just a physical journey but also a mental and emotional one.

The importance of travel is not to escape reality but to immerse oneself in it. It is a way of life that challenges our preconceptions, broadens our horizons, and encourages us to see the world from different perspectives.

The stories we choose to tell about our travels are as diverse as the places we visit. They can be about the grandeur of ancient civilizations, the beauty of natural landscapes, or the richness of local cultures. Each story is unique, and each journey is an opportunity to learn something new.

Travel is not just about exploring new places but also about connecting with the people who live there. It is about building relationships, learning from others, and sharing our own experiences. Through these interactions, we can gain a deeper understanding of the world and ourselves.

In conclusion, travel is a powerful tool for personal growth and enlightenment. It is a way of life that challenges us to see the world from different perspectives and to be open to new experiences. By embracing travel, we can enrich our lives and gain a deeper appreciation for the world around us.

Travel is not just a means of transportation but a gateway to understanding.

AHI’s private luxury cruises offer an immersive experience of the Mekong River culture. Your English-speaking crew and staff are devoted to creating an exceptional and memorable journey.

Le Marché, the ship’s restaurant, will take you on a gastronomic journey of local and international cuisine with fresh fruits, vegetables and herbs that fill the local markets, and complimentary beverages are available on board. Relax in the lounge and watch sunsets from the observation deck.

Pamper yourself at the spa or check out a book about the region from the library. Each suite features automatic climate controls, a marble bathroom with a shower, satellite television, a minibar, and more.

Later, disembark the ship and return to Hanoi. Check in to the Sofitel Legend Metropole Hanoi Hotel, with French colonial architecture, and see the palace where President Ngo Dinh Diem was arrested in 1963.

Transfers and flights included for AHI FlexAir participants. Itinerary may change due to local conditions. Walking with French colonial architecture, and see the palace where President Ngo Dinh Diem was arrested in 1963.

Day 15                                                                  B

Discovery:

Phnom Penh

Grande Hotel Saigon

Enjoy a leisurely morning at the hotel.

Discovery:

Saigon | Hanoi

Day 14                                                                  B | L | D

Discovery:

Cu Lao Gieng | Sa Dec

Visit this historical landmark that marked the end of daily life and folklore unfold through a traditional Water Puppetry Show.

Pause along the river—stark reminders of the Vietnam War. Explore Cholon, Chinese Saigon.

Day 13                                                                B | L

Discovery:

Vinh Long

Savor a delicious lunch of Vietnamese cuisine in a rowboat through the delta, and visit a village and meet Buddhist nuns who run a senior home.

Day 12                                                                  B | L | D

Discovery:

Vinh Long

The Reunification Palace was the headquarters of the South Vietnamese government and served as the official residence of President Ngo Dinh Diem until his assassination in 1963.

This vibrant, bustling city is a melting pot of cultures, with influences from French, Chinese, and Vietnamese traditions. Explore the city’s colonial architecture, bustling markets, and vibrant nightlife.
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Visit this historical landmark that marked the end of daily life and folklore unfold through a traditional Water Puppetry Show.

Pause along the river—stark reminders of the Vietnam War. Explore Cholon, Chinese Saigon.
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Grande Hotel Saigon

Enjoy a leisurely morning at the hotel.
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Grande Hotel Saigon

Enjoy a leisurely morning at the hotel.
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Saigon | Hanoi
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Discovery:

Long Khanh A, Vietnam

Cruise through the UNESCO World Heritage site of Ha Long Bay in a Vietnamese wooden junk for an insightful discussion about the region’s life and culture.
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In Transit

Siem Reap

In Transit

Sail through a landscape

Day 4                                                                  B | D

Discovery:

Angkor

Arrive in Siem Reap, and transfer to an ancient temple in the center of the city.
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Angkor
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Angkor

Siem Reap

Day 1

In Transit

Saigon

Day 0

Combine the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story of daily life and folklore unfold through a traditional Water Puppetry Show.

Pause along the river—stark reminders of the Vietnam War. Explore Cholon, Chinese Saigon.
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A World Apart

It should weave together discovery, education and humanity, so that your experience will be a harmonious whole. It begins with our commitment to delivering authentic experiences with local people.

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care and attention you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers who call this area home.

The high quality of your personalized afloat and onshore experiences, along with attentive, gracious and personalized service. Each suite features complimentary bottled water and a fruit basket upon arrival. Wi-Fi is complimentary.

Our ships carry a complement of historians, educators, naturalists and chefs to help you make the most of your journey.

A City at War.

From flowers and fruit to silk cloth and lacquer—stark reminders of the Vietnam War. The Reunification Museum, which contains artifacts, photographs and equipment used between 1945 and 1975 for the return flight to your gateway city.

Phnom Penh.

In the heart of this bustling city, you will find the National Museum and its collection of artifacts from Khmer history. The National Museum contains hundreds of pieces from the Angkor Wat complex and other archaeological sites throughout Cambodia.

Vietnamese Handicrafts.

Explore Cholon, a neighborhood known for its craftsmanship of the Mekong Delta, for souvenirs at Saigon's famous weekend market. Visit a village, known for its fruit orchards and rice fields. Visit a workshop to see how rice is turned into paper.

Mekong – Geography and Life.

Explore the great waterways and river villages of the Mekong Delta, known for their traditional wooden boats. Discover the lifestyle of the local people as you sail past waterways and more than 3,000 limestone pillars. This ethereal landscape boasts islands with dramatic stone arches and caves, emerald waters and one of the world's most beautiful regions.

Day 16

Discovery:

A City at War.

Visit the War Remnants Museum in Saigon, which includes exhibits of an era. Walk to the 19th-century Notre Dame Cathedral, a symbol of French colonial rule.

Enrichment:

Mekong Delta.

Visit a village, known for its craftsmanship of the Mekong Delta, for souvenirs at Saigon's famous weekend market. Visit a village, known for its fruit orchards and rice fields. Visit a workshop to see how rice is turned into paper.

Day 12

Discovery:

Sa Dec.

Visit the Pek Sin Ong Temple, an imposing temple in the center of the city.

Day 11

Enrichment:

Agriculture and Fisheries.

Delve into Vietnam's agricultural practices. Meet with local people to learn about rice cultivation and other forms of fishing. Visit a village known for its fishing roots and agricultural practices.

Day 10

Discovery:

Vietnamese cuisine is characterized by rice, fish, meat and vegetables. Try different dishes from a local eatery for lunch at leisure.

Day 9

Discovery:

Phnom Penh.

Visit Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia, and see the rich history of the country. Visit the Royal Palace and Silver Pagoda, and learn about the country's past as a French colony.

Day 8

Discovery:

Angkor Wat.

Siem Reap, Cambodia

Arrive in Siem Reap, and transfer to your hotel. This day is free for independent exploration.

Day 5

Day 7

Discovery:

Siem Reap

Vietnam, the Long Bay Peninsula

Arrive in the Long Bay, Vietnam, and take in the beauty of the region. Enjoy a Welcome Reception and Dinner.

Day 4

Sail through a landscape of limestone pillars and dramatic stone arches. Enjoy a Welcome Reception and Dinner.

Day 3

Relish the rhythms of the river. Visit a village, known for its craftsmanship of the Mekong Delta, for souvenirs at Saigon's famous weekend market. Visit a village, known for its fruit orchards and rice fields. Visit a workshop to see how rice is turned into paper.

Day 2

Siem Reap | Kampong Cham

Cross the international date line. Enjoy a Welcome Reception and Dinner.

Day 1

Discovery:

Southeast Asia

AHI Connects:

Expert Guides and Lecturers

Throughout your journey, you will be accompanied by expert guides and lecturers who call this area home.

Expert Guides and Lecturers who call this area home.

A World Apart

Gracious locals of this captivating region, adding a memorable chapter to your travel story.

Discover a local eatery for lunch at leisure.

Enrichment:

Explore Cholon, a neighborhood known for its craftsmanship of the Mekong Delta, for souvenirs at Saigon's famous weekend market. Visit a village, known for its fruit orchards and rice fields. Visit a workshop to see how rice is turned into paper.

Discovery:

Siem Reap | Kampong Cham

Explore the great waterways and river villages of the Mekong Delta, known for their traditional wooden boats. Discover the lifestyle of the local people as you sail past waterways and more than 3,000 limestone pillars. This ethereal landscape boasts islands with dramatic stone arches and caves, emerald waters and one of the world's most beautiful regions.

Discovery:

Siem Reap

Day 4

Siem Reap

Day 3

Vietnam, the Long Bay Peninsula

Arrive in the Long Bay, Vietnam, and take in the beauty of the region. Enjoy a Welcome Reception and Dinner.

Day 2

Day 1

Southeast Asia

AHI Connects:

Expert Guides and Lecturers

Throughout your journey, you will be accompanied by expert guides and lecturers who call this area home.

Expert Guides and Lecturers who call this area home.

A World Apart

Gracious locals of this captivating region, adding a memorable chapter to your travel story.
A World Apart

witness the stunning beauty of Ha Long Bay; and encounter the lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective of the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story.

The other important characters in this story are the guides and locals, families, and artisans in Phnom Penh, Siem Reap, and Ha Long Bay caves. Try local food and browse a fascinating UNESCO World Heritage site.

Mekong Navigator

Explore the Mekong River in style aboard the Mekong Navigator, a deluxe river cruiser inspired by the French colonial architecture of the region. The all-suite ship provides all the convenience and comfort of a luxury hotel without denying you the thrills of complete immersion in the Mekong River culture.

Prepare to be amazed by the collection of art, architecture, culture, cuisine, and military that defines the spirit of the Mekong. Experience the art, architecture, culture, cuisine, and military that make up the Mekong and see how they have contributed to the development of the region.

Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | Military

Day 1-5

Siem Reap | Cambodia

Day 6-10

Phnom Penh | Cambodia

Day 11-15

Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) | Vietnam

Day 16-17

Hanoi | Ha Long Bay
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

Let us arrange your flights!

Our experts are ready to assist you to policy terms.

Who better to show you around than the people who live there? We've specially arranged for you to meet new friends and old, and find interesting, inquisitive travel companions who have a passion for travel and a desire for a strong educational component, a carefully selected destination, and a Cal Alumni connection on every trip.

Benefits of traveling with Cal Discoveries Travel

Cal Alumni enjoy special rates on our land tours and cruises, including:

- Stroll through Saigon’s Ben Thanh Market.
- Explore Phnom Penh’s iconic sites by cyclo.
- Visit the ancient, inspiring temples of Angkor.
- Receive extensive destination information and travel tips compiled to enhance your cultural and experiential insight into the region.
- Local immersion.

On every trip, you receive:

- Resourceful, knowledgeable and attentive Travel Directors
- Extensive Meal Program
- Welcome and Farewell Receptions
- Meet new friends and old, and find interesting, inquisitive travel companions who have Cal Alumni connection on every trip.
- Cancellation of Deposit Policy

Visit our website at alumni.berkeley.edu/caldiscoveries

Melong River | Angkor Wat | Ha Long Bay

PROGRAM DATES

Air Program Dates: March 12-29, 2019
Land | Cruise Program: March 12-29, 2019

$11,935.02 USD or 888.220.3894@alumni.berkeley.edu/caldiscoverytravel

Let us arrange your flights!
As a member of Cal Alumni, you are invited to join us on a luxurious Vietnam & Cambodia trip. This special event will take you on an unforgettable journey to explore the rich history, culture, and natural beauty of these two countries.

**Program Dates:**
- March 14-29, 2019
- Ha Long Bay
- Angkor Empire
- Ha Long Bay

**Included Features:**
- Extensive Meal Program
- Accommodations
- Discovery excursions
- AHI lecturers
- AHI Travel Expense

**Program Price:**
- $600 per person required deposit ($300 pp required for a traveling pair)

**Reserve Your Vietnam & Cambodia Trip Today!**

**Call Toll Free:** 888.225.2586 or 510.980.8222

**Website:**
- alumni.berkeley.edu/join

**BRING A FRIEND**
- Add a traveling pair and their children under 21 years of age on this trip for just $400 per person (if you pay the required deposit).

**TRIP OPTIONS**
- Purchases of optional excursions, trip extensions, or events during the time passengers are not on board shall constitute the sole contract between the company(ies) and other passengers and accepts the terms of this contract set out in this proposal.

**DISCLOSURES**
- AHI Travel and the University of California, Berkeley, are separate and distinct legal entities. CAA is a self-funded non-profit organization that relies on donations to provide programs and services for alumni and friends of the University of California, Berkeley. CAA is not a student travel program and does not accept reservations for students.

**Refunds**
- A full refund will be provided if a traveler requests it on or before the time of departure. No revisions of the printed itinerary current at the time of printing are subject to change at the discretion of AHI Travel. All promotional fares may be used, in which case penalties and/or fees may be charged for additional or oversized/overweight pieces of baggage.

**Baggage**
- Baggage restrictions vary according to the airline.

**Webinars**
- Join us for an informative webinar to learn more about the Vietnam & Cambodia trip. Visit alumni.berkeley.edu/join to register.

**To Enroll:**
- Complete and mail the registration form along with your deposit to:
  - AHI Travel
  - 502 Boelter Hall
  - Berkeley, CA 94720-7520

**To Ask Questions:**
- Contact us at 888.225.2586 or 510.980.8222.

**Travel Stress-Free with AHI FlexAir.**
- Protect yourself from fuel surcharges and any potential changes in travel dates or airline schedules.

**Special Promotions**
- First-time travelers will receive a special promotion when they book their next trip with AHI Travel.

**Join the Cal Alumni Travel Community**
- Stay connected with other alumni and friends of Cal Alumni through exclusive events and travel programs.

**Website:**
- alumni.berkeley.edu/join
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

As a member of the UC Berkeley Alumni Association, you qualify for exclusive travel offers on an unforgettable journey to Vietnam and Cambodia. This unique adventure combines the cultural richness of these two countries with the excitement of exploring their vibrant cities, historical sites, and natural beauty.

**Journey Details**
- **Duration:** 14 days
- **Itinerary:** Ha Long Bay, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), Angkor Empire, Cambodia
- **Participants:** Limited availability

**Travel Dates:**
- **Departure:** March 10, 2019
- **Return:** March 23, 2019

**Program Features**
- **Cruise on the Mekong River**
- **Visit to Angkor Empire**
- **Explore Ha Long Bay**
- **Cultural Immersion**

**Inclusions**
- Round-trip flights from San Francisco to Vietnam
- Hotel accommodations in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, and Phnom Penh
- Meals as indicated
- Guide service
- Transportation between hotels and attractions
- Entrance fees to sites
- Travel insurance

**Exclusions**
- Travelers are responsible for travel to and from San Francisco.
- Meals not included in the itinerary are at the traveler's expense.

**Pre-departure Information**
- You will receive your pre-departure booklet 45 days prior to departure.
- This will include your flight itinerary, hotel information, and other essential travel details.

**Reservations**
- Reservations are subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis.
- Reservations should be made early to secure your place on this once-in-a-lifetime journey.

**Deposit and Payment**
- A deposit of 25% of the trip cost is required to reserve your space.
- Full payment is due 90 days prior to departure.

**Cancellation Policy**
- Cancellation 90 days or more prior to departure results in a refund of all but 5% of the trip cost.
- Cancellation within 90 days of departure results in a refund of 50% of the trip cost.

**Additional Information**
- Our goal is to provide the University of California, Berkeley community with an exciting and memorable travel experience.
- We are committed to delivering exceptional service and ensuring that all aspects of the program meet or exceed the expectations of our travelers.

**Contact Information**
- For more information or to make a reservation, please contact us by phone at 888.225.2586 or email caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.

**Join Us!**
- Let’s explore new horizons together and create memories that will last a lifetime.

**Go Bears!**
Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

Join us on a once-in-a-lifetime journey to Vietnam and Cambodia, two wondrous countries imbued with all the riches that come with long histories and diverse cultures. Stroll the storied city of Ho Chi Minh City, discovering the bounty of Vietnamese and Cambodian cuisine; travel to the Central Highlands to indulge in the fresh, fragrant coffee and silk that are synonymous with this verdant region; and then ride the current on the Mekong River. In the atmospheric city of Hoi An, shop for local handicrafts and enjoy the city's charming architecture. The thrill continues in Mekong Delta, with a stay at the historic Chau Doc Hotel. In Siem Reap, Cambodia, at the deluxe Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra Golf and Spa Resort, you will have the opportunity to explore the mystical temples and remote temples of Angkor Wat. You will also have the chance to travel on the Irrawaddy River up to Mandalay and the Mergui Archipelago, navigating some of the most stunning waterways. Finally, you will experience the magnificent Sihanoukville Beaches and the peaceful beauty of Ha Long Bay.

This is an exceptional opportunity to experience the ease, value and fun of group travel. Our goal is to provide the University of California, Berkeley community with an exciting travel experience that is both educational and enriching.

Let us arrange your flights. Please contact us to arrange roundtrip travel to the destination of your choice. CAA will issue an email confirmation of your arrangements.

We will arrange for all hotel accommodations and transfers. A personal assistant is available at all times. If the entire program is cancelled, any deposits are refunded. Passengers requiring special assistance, including those with mobility challenges, need to notify CAA in advance. Passengers who choose to arrive or depart on dates other than the scheduled arrival and departure dates will be charged a $250 surcharge. Passengers who arrive after the scheduled arrival or depart before the scheduled departure will be charged a $250 change fee.

For more information about the trip and to make a reservation, please contact us at 510.900.8222 or 888.225.2586 or email caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.

CAA is a self-funded non-profit organization that relies on donations to provide programs and services to UC Berkeley alumni and friends. Thank you for choosing CAA as the recipient of your generosity.

Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal.

Join us on a once-in-a-lifetime journey to Vietnam and Cambodia, two wondrous countries imbued with all the riches that come with long histories and diverse cultures. Stroll the storied city of Ho Chi Minh City, discovering the bounty of Vietnamese and Cambodian cuisine; travel to the Central Highlands to indulge in the fresh, fragrant coffee and silk that are synonymous with this verdant region; and then ride the current on the Mekong River. In the atmospheric city of Hoi An, shop for local handicrafts and enjoy the city’s charming architecture. The thrill continues in Mekong Delta, with a stay at the historic Chau Doc Hotel. In Siem Reap, Cambodia, at the deluxe Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra Golf and Spa Resort, you will have the opportunity to explore the mystical temples and remote temples of Angkor Wat. You will also have the chance to travel on the Irrawaddy River up to Mandalay and the Mergui Archipelago, navigating some of the most stunning waterways. Finally, you will experience the magnificent Sihanoukville Beaches and the peaceful beauty of Ha Long Bay.

This is an exceptional opportunity to experience the ease, value and fun of group travel. Our goal is to provide the University of California, Berkeley community with an exciting travel experience that is both educational and enriching.

Let us arrange your flights. Please contact us to arrange roundtrip travel to the destination of your choice. CAA will issue an email confirmation of your arrangements.

We will arrange for all hotel accommodations and transfers. A personal assistant is available at all times. If the entire program is cancelled, any deposits are refunded. Passengers requiring special assistance, including those with mobility challenges, need to notify CAA in advance. Passengers who choose to arrive or depart on dates other than the scheduled arrival and departure dates will be charged a $250 surcharge. Passengers who arrive after the scheduled arrival or depart before the scheduled departure will be charged a $250 change fee.

For more information about the trip and to make a reservation, please contact us at 510.900.8222 or 888.225.2586 or email caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.